
 

Me to We Trips Announces New Volunteer Destinations for Youth and School Groups 
Ghana and Nicaragua join the roster of overseas travel destinations for young people who want to see 

the world and make a difference 
 

Toronto, ON. November 7, 2012. Me to We – an innovative social enterprise that offers socially 
conscious products and transformative travel experiences – announces two new volunteer travel 
destinations to Ghana and Nicaragua, as part of Me to We trips for Youth, High School and University 
Groups. Me to We trips provide a unique and inspiring way for young people to learn leadership skills 
and become immersed in new cultures. What’s more, through Me to We’s charity partner, Free The 
Children, trip participants volunteer within the communities in which the charity works in, to build 
sustainable infrastructure, such as school rooms, to help empower and lift a community out of poverty. 
  
“Youth want to be active global citizens. Through Me to We Trips, they are provided a unique 
opportunity to do so, all while receiving an important education outside of the classroom and forming 
life-long friendships along the way,” said Craig Kielburger, founder, Me to We and Free The Children. 
“We’re so excited to introduce Ghana and Nicaragua trip experiences. Equally rich in culture and history, 
these countries provide an opportunity for young people to have a unique and impactful volunteer 
experience that will transform their lives back at home while positively impacting the community they 
visit.”  
 
For more than 10 years, Me to We trips has offered Youth and School Group trips to Free The Children 
international development countries, including Kenya, India, Ecuador and rural China. With the 
introduction of Ghana and Nicaragua, Me to We trips has broadened its offerings, providing more ways 
for a young person to immerse themselves in new cultures, discover the beauty of another country and 
language, and give back in a truly unique and meaningful way. 
 
In Ghana, participants help to build a school, engage with the local community, learn the local Fante 
language, and visit the historically important Cape Coast Castle, which was tied to slave trade for 
generations. In Nicaragua, participants will help build a school for children, deepen leadership skills 
through global development workshops, learn Spanish, gain first-hand experience of environmental 
conservation and rural development issues through guided hikes along volcanoes and coffee 
plantations, and participate in workshops at Me to We’s coastal retreat. What’s more, on a Me to We 
trip, travelers engage in action planning workshops that equip them with the tools and knowledge they 
need in order to take action once back at home to continue to embark on a larger journey towards 
changing the world for the better. Participants become part of a network that is integral in ensuring the 
long-term, sustained involvement of travellers. 
 
Me to We trips directly connects the traveler to traditional cultures and communities through Me to 
We’s partnership with international charity and educational partner, Free The Children. Through Free 
The Children’s long term and holistic Adopt a Village model, the charity has established deep ties with 
the local communities and governments where Me to We visits and are able to provide travelers the 
unique opportunity to truly interact and engage with the communities they visit. Free The Children has 
worked in Ghana since 2000 in the village of Domeabra and with communities in the western region of 
the country. Free The Children has worked in Nicaragua from 1998 to 2004, and again more recently in 
the Central Pacific Region of the country. 
 
Me to We trips for Youth and School Groups are currently booking for Ghana and Nicaragua. Trips costs 
are $4995 per person for Ghana (inclusive of plane ticket, departing from Toronto) and $3495 per 
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person for Nicaragua (inclusive of plane ticket, departing from Toronto). More information can be found 
here: http://www.metowe.com/trips/youth/ghana and 
http://www.metowe.com/trips/youth/nicaragua .  
 
About Me to We Trips 
Me to We trips opens a world of learning and adventure. Since inception in 1999, Me to We has sent 
thousands of young people overseas to volunteer, build cultural understanding, transform their own 
lives and help change the world. With year-round volunteer and leadership trips for youth and schools, 
Me to We trips also offers customized experiences for families and corporate groups. It’s truly a global 
learning experience unlike any other.  
 
More information on Me to We trips can be found at www.metowe.com/trips.  
 
About Me to We 
Me to We is an innovative social enterprise that offers socially conscious products and services, 
including socially conscious and environmentally friendly clothes and accessories, as well as life-
changing international volunteer trips, leadership training programs and materials, an inspirational 
speakers bureau, and books which address issues of positive social change. In addition, half of Me to 
We’s net profit is donated to Free The Children, while the other half is reinvested to grow the enterprise 
and its social mission. Visit www.metowe.com for more information.  
 

### 
 
For more information, please contact: 
Tamara Kaftalovich, PR Director, Me to We  
416-925-5894 ext. 805 / tamara@freethechildren.com  
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